“Kathleen Hanna, lead singer of the punk band Bikini Kill and dance-punk trio Le Tigre, rose to national attention as a reluctant leader but never-shy voice of the 1990s riot grrrl movement. She became a cultural lightning rod with her outspoken feminism, and in 2005, when Hanna stopped shouting, fans wondered why. In The Punk Singer, documentarian Sini Anderson finds the answer to that question while taking viewers on a fascinating tour through twenty years of archival footage and intimate interviews with Hanna and her friends and collaborators. A screening of The Punk Singer will be followed by a conversation with Hanna, who will talk about feminism, illness, love and much more.” - Visions & Voices

Event Description

- "riot, girl: Sini Anderson on The Punk Singer"
  Interview with Director, Sini Anderson, from Filmmaker Magazine.
- A feminist riot that still inspired
  A NY Times interview with Kathleen Hanna

Books to Checkout

**Girls to the Front: the true story of the Riot grrrl revolution** by Sara Marcus
Call Number: ML82. M347 2010 Music
Publication Date: 2010

**The Riot Grrrl Collection** by Lisa Darms (Editor); Johanna Fateman (Introduction by); Kathleen Hanna (Preface by)
Call Number: ML3534. R58 2013 Music
Publication Date: 2013

**Riot Grrrl: revolution girl style now!** by Nadine Monem; Beth Ditto
Call Number: ML3534.3 .R58 2007 Music
Publication Date: 2007

Riot Grrrl in Scholarly Literature

- *Riot Grrrl: Revolutions from within*
  From Signs, Vol. 23, No. 3 1998
- *Pussy Rioting: The nine lives of the Riot Grrrl revolution*
- *Grunge, Riot Grrrl and the Forgetting of Women in Popular Culture*
Gender in the Music Industry: rock, discourse and girl power by Marion Leonard
Call Number: ML355.4 .L456 2007 Music
ISBN: 9780754638612
Publication Date: 2007

Postfeminism: Cultural texts and theories by Stéphanie Gänz; Benjamin A. Brabon
Call Number: ebook
Publication Date: 2009

Don’t need you: The herstory of Riot Grrrl by Koch
Call Number: MUSDVD 454 Music Library DVD Collection
Publication Date: 2006

Girl Zines: Making Media, Doing Feminism by Alison Piepmeier; Andi Zeisler
Call Number: PN4839 .P54 2009 Doheny
Publication Date: 2009